The present study concerns the numerical modeling of sea-wave instability under the effect of logarithmic-wind profile in hurricane conditions. The central point of the study is the calculation of the wave growth rate, which is proportional to the fractional input energy from the weaklysheared (logarithmic) wind to the wave exponentially varying with time. It is shown for hurricane conditions that the Miles-type stability model based on the Charnock's formula with the standard constant coefficient underestimates the growth rate ~5 to 50 times as compared with the model employing the roughness adopted from experimental data for hurricane winds. The drag reduction with wind speed at hurricane conditions coupled with the similar behavior of the dimensionless gravity acceleration, leads to the minimum in the maximal growth rate and the maximum in the most unstable wavelength.
1.
Introduction. The present study is motivated by recent experimental findings of drag reduction at hurricane conditions. [1] [2] [3] It points out the significance of actual experimental parameters of the wind-speed profile for the modeling of the sea-surface instability instead of commonly employed Charnock's relation 4 with the constant proportionality coefficient between roughness and friction-velocity squared.
As speculated in Ref. 1 , the foam coverage increase due to wave breaking forms a slip surface at the air-ocean interface that leads to a reduction of the ocean drag at hurricane wind speeds. In Ref. 5 , the system has been modelled by a three-fluid system of the foam layer sandwiched between the atmosphere and the ocean, by distributing the foam spots homogeneously over the ocean surface. In the present study, the problem is reduced to modeling of the wind waves over the foam-free portion of the ocean surface, under the effect of the logwind profile averaged over alternating foamfree and foam-covered portions of the ocean surface.
2. Physical model. In general, two distinct prototypical velocity profiles of longitudinal winds are distinguished -weakly-and highly-sheared winds. They are described by unbounded (log-type) and bounded (tanhtype) functions of the distance from the interface:
where the characteristic wind, U * , and the roughness length, L a , are determined empirically. The hyperbolic tangent profile is frequently used in geophysics and astrophysics for the modeling of sea-waves under shear winds, 7 while the logarithmic profile has been confirmed by recent measurements. 1 The standard wind-wave stability problem is made dimensionless using water density, w    * , the characteristic wind speed, U * , additionally specified below, which is a coefficient in (1) or (2) , and the gravitational length
(g is the gravity acceleration). The resulting dimensionless system contains three dimensionless parameters: the air-water density ratio, the ratios of roughness and capillary length to the gravitational ones: Although the main attention will be on the log-like winds, qualitative distinctions in both types of the wind profile will be briefly discussed now. The classic Miles' solution for the sea-wave generation by logarithmic winds was obtained by asymptotic expansions in small . 9 As demonstrated recently, 10 Miles' resonant mechanism predicts well the shortwave instability with wave length g L ~c L~a L (G~1, ~1), generated by weak winds approximated by a piece-wise linear function. For boundedwind profile (2), the shortwave Miles-type instability induced by weak winds is changed at strong winds (G<<1,  <<1) by a generalized Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the intermediately long waves,
in (2) to the Heaviside function uniformly in G, and the influence of the roughness is negligibly small. This differs from the strong logarithmic wind (1), which is represented as a sum of ) / log( g L y and lnG, when both terms should be accounted simultaneously, since lnG~1 for typical values of G= g a L L / 1  under hurricane conditions. Thus, the wave instability excited by a log-like wind will be described by the Miles-type mode induced as for weak winds by the wind shear effects.
In the present work, intermediately long gravity waves ( g L  ) are studied for logtype winds (1) under hurricane conditions. In that case the characteristic wind speed
may be expressed through roughness for any given neutral stability 10-m wind speed, 10 U :
where f U is the friction velocity, 4 . 0   is von Karman's constant. Different physically significant characteristics of the logarithmic wind may be expressed to one another for any fixed value of 10 U . For instance, the drag coefficient 2 10
From the first of relations (5) follows that if one of the values a L / 10 L and d C has a maximum, another one should reach its maximum at the same value of 10 U . Since Charnock' coefficient is equal, up to a constant factor, to dimensionless roughness, it may be obtained by comparison of the generalized Charnock' formula 4 with Eq. (3) for G that depends on wind speed:
where the constant coefficient α ch is commonly adopted from experimental data for low-wind speeds and extrapolated to high wind speeds. Note a large dispersion in the estimations of Charnock's constant coefficient for low-wind speeds, from α ch  0.01 taken in Ref. (6) is evaluated with the help of (4) and (5) using actual data for U f under hurricane conditions, at which G changes with wind speed. [1] [2] [3] In the latter case the obtained effective value of wind-speed dependent Charnock's coefficient is almost an order less than the constant values conventionally adopted for weak winds (Table 1) .
At hurricane conditions, the gravity length is a natural characteristic scale of the problem and the surface tension effect is negligibly small (  0), while the density ratio for the air-water system is fixed. Then the effective gravity acceleration,
 , is the single parameter that governs the system stability, which, in general, depends on the wind speed. In two dimensions, the governing dimensional equations for linearized inviscid shear flows with prescribed mean velocities U n (y) are given by
where n is a, w for air and water, respectively; u n and v n are the horizontal and vertical components of the disturbed velocity, P n is the pressure, ρ n is the density. It is assumed here that unperturbed water velocity equals zero 0  w U . Furthermore, solutions for both air and water obey the linearized dynamic and kinematic boundary conditions at the air-water interface,
where
. Assuming the hydrodynamic motion periodic in time and space yields v n (x, y, t) = W n (y) E, u n (x,y,t)=(i/α)W n (y)E,
and C= C r +i C i are the complex frequency and phase velocity. Making use of (12) and eliminating pressure from the problem, (10)-(11) result in Rayleigh's equation:
The solution of the Rayleigh equation obeys the corresponding boundary conditions following from (10)- (11) . The present calculations are carried out for 
Results of modeling.
A numerical solution of the stability problem adopted here can be easily found for any wind profile. 7 In particular, for the log-type profile, the influence of the roughness is essential even for small G typical for hurricane conditions. The dimensionless (denoted by upper bars) growth rates, i  , vs. wavelength,  , calculated for logprofile of the wind, are depicted in Fig. 1 As distinct from the model with constant Charnock's coefficient, note the nonmonotonic behavior of dimensionless gravity acceleration G, which reflects the non-monotony of the drag (roughness) in hurricane conditions (Fig. 3) . At relatively weak winds ( 10 U <33m/s), the dimensionless gravity acceleration G increases with wind speed 10 U . Since the gravity acceleration stabilizes the interaction of the atmosphere and the ocean, the growth rate will drop with G rising along with wind speed. With further increase of the wind speed, G falls, and the growth rate rises. This is coupled with the non-monotonic behavior of the dimensionless maximal growth rates and the most unstable wavelengths calculated on the basis of experimental data for hurricane winds 1 (Table 1 , Fig. 4 ). The dimensional phase velocity at small density ratio approximately equals its value at deep water Fig. 4) . Furthermore, the maximal growth rates based on the constantcoefficient Charnock's formula are less than those obtained for real hurricane conditions by the factor K= ) /( 4. Discussion and Summary. In Ref. 1, the logarithmic wind speed measured at a distance from the ocean surface has been extrapolated to its zero value at the roughness height near the ocean surface ( a L y  ) in order to evaluate the effective roughness in storm and hurricane conditions. This procedure completely determines the log-wind profile (1) with the help of relations (4)- (6) between the roughness, friction velocity and drag coefficient. Since the drag coefficient estimated in Ref. 1 evidently has an average meaning over alternating foam-free and foam-covered portions of the ocean surface, this procedure also provides an averaged log-wind profile. Since at U 10 <50m/s the ocean surface is incompletely covered by the foam (Fig. 4 in Ref. 1, see also Ref. 12) , the averaged log-wind profile is applied here to the modeling of the wind waves over the foam-free portion of the ocean surface.
Since the data in Fig. 3 of Ref.
1 have some freedom of choice in regard to the roughness value, in the present study the experimental data for the friction velocity as the primary variable have been adopted, which are characterized by a much smaller dispersion about the mean value. After that the roughness values are calculated by substituting the mean values of the friction velocity into the basic relation (4) .
Since the gravitational length is a single dimensional-length parameter in the stability problem, it can be concluded on the dimensional grounds that the gravity length (L g =U 2 * /g) is a natural scale for the dimensional wavelength . Hence, at storm and hurricane conditions under consideration (U *~3 -5m/s, Table 1 ), Miles' mode is responsible for the growth of the waves, mainly with the lengths  of the order of or less than L g~1 m (see Figs. 1-2 ). Since waves in tropical cyclones, in which the experiments of Powell et al. 1 were performed, may reach the length of a few hundred meters, let us estimate the growth rates of long length Miles' modes, which are characterized by much smaller growth rates, 1  i  (see Fig. 5 ). This means that long waves will travel almost with no amplification for a long time
. The present study provides a physically transparent relation between the concept of the drag reduction 1-2 and the results of the surface wave stability analysis. Indeed, since the drag and roughness reach their maxima at the same value of the wind speed, the non-monotony of the drag coefficient in wind speed leads to non-monotonic behavior of the dimensionless gravity acceleration. Hence, because of the evident stabilizing property of the gravity acceleration in the stably-stratified atmosphere-ocean system, this evidently provides the non-monotony of the growth rate coefficient and the corresponding, phase velocity and frequency. It is demonstrated that the effective gravity acceleration, G, is proportional to Charnock's coefficient, ch  , with the proportionality factor equal to the square of Karman's constant. The growth rates calculated using the measured data for hurricane winds, strongly differ from those based on constant Charnock's coefficient. Although this result can be expected because of a significant difference between the corresponding roughness values, 1 the present modeling demonstrates additionally the non-monotonic behavior of the growth rates of the most unstable waves and others stability characteristics. The account for the proportionality of Charnock's coefficient to the effective gravity acceleration, its role of the single dimensionless parameter determining the stability of surface waves and its dependence on wind speed may be useful for the parametrization of roughness in hurricane prediction models in order to provide their coupling with the surface wave instabilty model. 
